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Friday, June 15, 12
een levenlang leren doe 
je het best in 
leernetwerken
Friday, June 15, 12
1. de noodzaak van levenlang leren
2. formeel en informeel leren, rol onderwijs
3. wat moet er veranderen, hoe?
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1 De noodzaak van een 
levenlang leren





Alvin Toffler: third wave
Castells, M. (1996). The 
information age: economy, 
society and culture, part 1: the 
rise of the network society. 
Oxford: Blackwell.
Toffler, A. (1980). The Third 
Wave. Morrow, New Jersey.
Drucker, P. F. (1993). The post-
capitalist society. Oxford: 
Butterworth Heinemann.
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Knowledge workers in today's workforce are individuals 
who are valued for their ability to act and communicate 
with knowledge within a specific subject area. ...  Fueled by 
their expertise and insight, they work to solve those 
problems, in an effort to influence company decisions, 
priorities and strategies. What differentiates knowledge 
work from other forms of work is its primary task of “non-
routine” problem solving that requires a combination of 
convergent, divergent, and creative thinking.
Reinhardt, W., Schmidt, B., Sloep, P. B., & Drachsler, H. (2011). 
Knowledge Worker Roles and Actions - Results of Two 
Empirical Studies. Knowledge and Process Management, 18(3), 
150-174.
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[Knowledge workers] ‘require new work styles [...]  
localisation, selection and combination [of] artefacts (e.g. 
information, tools, software) and of other people [...]’,  
‘find themselves operating in distributed, dynamically-
changing and technologically-mediated [...] ill-defined, non-
hierarchical environments within expanding geographical 
and time horizons; developing and maintaining networks 
with peers and expert communities and collaborating in 
culturally diverse and geographically distributed teams [...] 
(learning) goals are emergent [...] there is no longer any 
one authority that can tell you what you need to learn and 
when.   [...]  the ability to self-regulate one’s learning [...].
Margaryan, A., Milligan, C., & Littlejohn, A. (2009). Self-regulated learning and knowledge sharing in the workplace  : Differences 
and similarities between experts and novices. Proceedings of 2009 Researching Work and Learning (RWL) Conference, 
Roskilde, Denmark (Vol. 68). Roskilde, Denmark.
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2 Informeel & formeel 
leren: wat te doen met 
onderwijsinstellingen?
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Complexe problemen
• “ill-structured problems can only be 
characterised incompletely, detailed 
information about them is hard to come by, 
uniformly applicable procedures for solving 
them are lacking, and what procedures we 
have may be conflicting”
• hun oplossing vraagt daarom creatieve 
inzichten, het ontwikkelen van nieuwe kennis
Ge, X., & Land, S. (2004). A conceptual framework for scaffolding ill-structured problem-solving 
process using question prompts and peer interaction. Educational Technology Research and 
Development, 52(2), 5–22.
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Yochai Benkler
University networks and technical platforms will 
have to focus on managing the increasingly 
permeable boundaries among universities, and 
between universities and the world outside them. 
University platform design should be focused on 
ensuring that faculty and students have the greatest 
degree possible of authority and capacity to act 
freely, innovate internally, and participate externally.
Benkler, Y. (2009). The Tower and the Cloud: Higher Education in the Age of Cloud 
Computing. In R. N. Katz (Ed.), The University in the Networked Economy and Society: 
Challenges and Opportunities (pp. 51-61). Educause. 
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3 Wat moet er 
veranderen, hoe doen 
we dat?
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• game theory
• social network analysis
research: hoe werkt 
dat, netwerkleren?
Dall’asta, L., Marsili, M., & Pin, P. (2012). Collaboration in social networks. Proceedings of 
the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, 109(12), 4395-4400. 
doi:10.1073/pnas.1105757109
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4 Hoe “bouwen” we 
leernetwerken?
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twee vormen
• managed learning environments 
• personal learning environment
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• sleutelprobleem: hoe verzorg je 
didaktische ondersteuning voor informeel 
lerenden? Instructieontwerp is maar 
beperkt bruikbaar
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• lerende, losse collectieven van 
kenniswerkers (collective learning)
• georganiseerd in tijdelijke, ad-hoc 
groeperingen waarvan de leden elkaar 
ondersteunen (peer support)
• groepen maken deel uitmaken van grote, 
online, onderwerpspecifieke sociale 
netwerken (social capital)
Sloep, P. B. (2009). Fostering Sociability in Learning Networks through Ad-Hoc Transient Communities. In M. Purvis 
& B. T. R. Savarimuthu (Eds.), (pp. 62-75). Heidelberg, Germany: Springer. 
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• Self-regulated/self-directed learning
• taakanalyse, doel vaststellen, 
zelfevaluatie/reflectie, aanpassing
• Rol motivatie, rol docent, rol instelling, rol 
peers
Zimmerman, B. J. (2006). Development and Adaptation of Expertise: The Role of Self-Regulatory 
Processes and Beliefs. In K. A. Ericsson, N. Charness, P. J. Feltovich, & R. R. Hoffman (Eds.), The 
Cambridge Handbook of Expertise and Expert Performance (pp. 705-722). Cambridge U.P.
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Uitdaging 2: inzet 
sociale media
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• zoekmachines, wikipedia, blogs, twitter, 
scoop.it, RSS feeds, ...
• Open Educational Resources
• Open Data, Open Journals, Open ...
• issue: hoe onderscheid je amateurs van 
experts?
Keen, A. (2005). The Cult of the Amateur: How Today’s Internet is Killing Our Culture. New York: Random House.
Surowiecki, J. (2004). The Wisdom of the Crowds. New York: Random House.
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• fora, blogs, microblogs, ...
• generieke sociale netwerken als 
Facebook, Google+, LinkedIn, Plaxo, 
Yammer, Netvibes, ....
• specifieke sociale netwerken als 
Mendeley, Academia.org, ...
• NB: privacy issues en missende functies 
Berlanga, A. J., & Sloep, P. B. (2011). Towards a Digital Learner Identity. In F. Abel, V. Dimitrova, E. Herder, & 
G.-J. Houben (Eds.), Augmenting User Models with Real World Experiences Workshop (AUM). In 
conjunction with UMAP 2011. July, 15, 2011, Girona, Spain. Girona, Spain.
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• peer support
• social search engine
• remashed
• content recommender op basis van 
facebook, delicious, ...
•  ...
Van Rosmalen, P. (2008). Supporting the tutor in the design and support of adaptive e-learning; 
SIKS Dissertation Series No. 2008-07. Onderwijstechnologische Expertisecentrum OTEC. 
Open Universiteit Nederland, Heerlen.
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5 Conclusies
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• ?????
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